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The past 100 years of ecological research has seen substantial progress in understanding the natural world and likely effects of change, whether natural or anthropogenic. Traditional ecological approaches underpin such advances, but would additionally benefit from recent developments in the sequence-based quantification of biodiversity from the fields of molecular ecology and genomics. By building on a long and rich history of molecular taxonomy and taking advantage of the new generation of DNA sequencing technologies, we are gaining previously impossible insights into alpha and beta diversity from all domains of life, irrespective of body size. While a number of complimentary reviews are available in specialist journals, our aim here is to succinctly describe the different technologies available within the omics toolbox and showcase the opportunities available to contemporary ecologists to advance our understanding of biodiversity and its potential roles in ecosystems.

Starting in the field, we walk the reader through sampling and preservation of genomic material, including typical taxonomy marker genes used for species identification. Moving on to the laboratory, we cover nucleic acid extraction approaches and highlight the principal features of using marker gene assessment, metagenomics, metatranscriptomics, single-cell genomics and targeted genome sequencing as complementary approaches to assess the taxonomic and functional characteristics of biodiversity. We additionally provide clear guidance on the forms of DNA found in the environmental samples (e.g. environmental vs. ancient DNA) and highlight a selection of case studies, including the investigation of trophic relationships/food webs. Given the maturity of sequence-based identification of prokaryotes and microbial eukaryotes, more exposure is given to macrobial communities. We additionally illustrate current approaches to genomic data analysis and highlight the exciting prospects of the publicly available data underpinning published sequence-based studies.

Given that ecology ‘has to count’, we identify the impact that molecular genetic analyses have had on stakeholders and end-users and predict future developments for the fields of biomonitoring. Furthermore, we conclude by highlighting future opportunities in the field of systems ecology afforded by effective engagement between the fields of traditional and molecular ecology.
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**Community ecology and biodiversity assessment**

A recent British Ecological Society supplement (‘100 Influential Papers’) [http://www.britishecologicalsociety.org/100papers/100InfluentialPapers.html#1] makes for inspirational reading, highlighting just some of the substantial contributions that the field of ecology has made to our understanding of the natural world. Notable papers focus on ecosystem biodiversity relationships, predicting change in communities according to ecological traits, understanding food web interactions, above-ground–below-ground relationships and assessing the effectiveness of management for the promotion of biodiversity. In combination with newer and rapidly developing fields such as macroecology and species distribution modelling, it is all too tempting to try and further define and test general processes in spatial community ecology and make predictions regarding environmental change. Community ecology is generally
affected by four broad processes: selection (fitness as a consequence of biotic/abiotic interactions), drift (stochastic changes), speciation (creation of new species) and dispersal (i.e. spatial movements); just as population genetics is affected by selection, drift, mutation and gene flow (Vellend 2010).

Nevertheless, ecology is inherently more complicated than population genetics, since community ecology features the interactions of multiple evolving dependent variables (i.e. organisms) with each other and their environment in space and time (Vellend 2010). In order to make advances in community ecology, we must be able to quantify and understand the processes of selection, drift, speciation and dispersal by enhancing our understanding of alpha and beta diversity. If we comprehensively characterize entire communities and their biotic/abiotic interactions, we will be in a position to develop the necessary modelling tools required to make systems ecology predictions associated with change (Segata et al. 2013).

Nevertheless, many contemporary ecological studies do not take into account entire communities for obvious reasons. The challenges associated with the identification of taxonomically intractable communities, the volume and taxonomic breadth of diversity that often needs to be sampled (Creer et al. 2010) and the lack of resources (e.g. funding to support taxonomists) required to perform species identifications are immediate obstacles that spring to mind. In short, the job of community-wide assessment is large and difficult, and there are not enough skilled employees to complete the ongoing tasks.

Lessons from the microbial biosphere

Many of the problems associated with the quantification of unculurable microbial communities have been overcome by employing the new generation of DNA sequencing technologies (Loman et al. 2012) often referred to as high-throughput sequencing (HTS). Combined with coordinated local and global sampling campaigns, the standardized format of nucleic acid sequence data is now enabling us to gain previously impossible insights into the alpha and beta diversity of unseen or untraceable communities. Therefore, whether you are interested in the below-ground diversity of Central Park (Ramirez et al. 2014) or the formation of global Genomic Observatories (Davies, Field & The Genomic Observatories Network 2012), there are initiatives underway to join. Moreover, using HTS for the assessment of biodiversity has expanded from the microbial and micro-eukaryotic (Bik et al. 2012) biospheres to macro-communities (Ji et al. 2013). By focusing on a range of genetic source material (e.g. community-level or environmental DNA), habitats and spatial scales, we can now comprehensively characterize entire communities and begin to unpick their biotic/abiotic interactions. Referred to as ‘transformative’ (Baird & Hajibabaei 2012) technology, harnessing the information held in DNA potentially has the power to overcome many limitations of classical biodiversity assessment. A narrow taxonomic focus, potential subjectivity and the typically low throughput and labour-intensive nature of manual species
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**Fig. 1.** Schematic showing the decisions involved in a molecular ecology workflow. Samples can be collected from a variety of different environments using appropriate collection techniques. DNA is then prepared and used to answer a variety of ecological questions: metabarcoding is used to answer questions about ‘who’ is present, while the function of communities or individuals can be established using a metagenomics, single-cell genomics or metatranscriptomics- see text for full details.

identification can generally all be overcome using HTS (Lawson & Handley 2015). The purpose of this review therefore is to provide a succinct summary for ecologists of the different HTS approaches for the assessment of biodiversity (sensu genes to ecosystems; Fig. 1), identify case studies and showcase the ecological research opportunities afforded by contemporary DNA sequencing. A glossary of terms is provided in Box 1.

**A brief history of molecular taxonomic identification**

The use of taxonomically informative molecules has been key to establishing a phylogenetic framework for the vast uncharacterized biological diversity on earth. Early work focused primarily on genes encoding ribosomal subunits (rRNA) as universal ‘orthologs’, contributing to the phylogenetic understanding of prokaryotic life (Fox et al. 1980). Consequently, early studies of DNA isolated directly from environmental samples used these same molecules to place novel organisms into an evolutionary framework and to discover and confirm the extraordinary amount of biodiversity present in unculturable organisms from diverse environments ( Giovannoni et al. 1990). While early work focused on bacteria and archaea, subsequent application of the same techniques to homologous molecules followed for microbial eukaryotes, where similar challenges of biodiversity discovery and underdeveloped taxonomies limited characterization of their diversity (Blaxter et al. 2005).

One of the early, transformative technical advances in environmental sequencing was the development of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Saiki et al. 1988). The highly conserved sequences flanking phylogenetically informative regions found in rRNA loci paved the way for the rapid adoption of PCR-based amplification from environmental samples followed by cloning and sequencing of numerous clones. While most of the early studies on bacteria and archaea focused on the nuclear 16S rRNA gene, other taxonomic groups employed a diverse set of loci from the analogous eukaryotic rRNA gene array (e.g. ITS, 18S or 28S rRNA) (Bik et al. 2012; Epp et al. 2012), chloroplast genes (for plants) (Group et al. 2009) and mitochondrial DNA (for multicellular animals) in an attempt for species-specific resolution (Table 1).

While the advent of PCR made it possible to effectively sample organismal diversity directly from the environment, the need to clone PCR products and the sequencing of individual clones hindered the processing of large numbers of samples and the discovery of rare taxa. In 2005, 454 Life Sciences made a significant advance by producing the first true HTS platform, capable of pyrosequencing thousands to millions of individual amplified molecules in parallel (Margulies et al. 2005). Now, further developments in sequencing technology have further increased the depth of sequencing and opportunities for high sample throughput (Loman et al. 2012). In particular, Illumina sequencing-by-synthesis has enabled greater sequencing depth and higher sample throughput alongside reduced costs. More recently, single-molecule sequencing technologies, such as Pacific Biosystems and Oxford Nanopore, have allowed the generation of much longer reads from samples where DNA is only present at low concentrations: these approaches promise to be highly effective for a number of applications (e.g. genome assembly), but higher costs, reduced throughput and increased error rates mean that Illumina currently remains the platform of choice for community ecology research.

**Genomic, community, environmental or ancient DNA?**

For the field ecologist, we can define many forms of DNA (Fig. 1). First, genomic DNA corresponds to DNA extracted from a single individual (or from a collection of individuals belonging to the same species). Secondly, community DNA consists of genomic fragments from many individuals...
representing a mix of different species. Community DNA is isolated from organisms in bulk samples, but separated from their habitat (e.g. sediment, river benthos). Community DNA extracts have an important potential in ecological studies, especially for biomonitoring purposes, since the focus is on the extant community. Finally, environmental DNA (eDNA) is isolated directly from an environmental sample without first isolating any type of organism (e.g. soil, sediment, faeces, water, air) and has been the topic of many recent reviews and special issues (Taberlet et al. 2012b; Bohmann et al. 2014; Thomsen & Willerslev 2015). Environmental DNA is a complex mixture of genomic DNA from many different organisms and/or cellular material. Total eDNA from soil contains both cellular DNA and extracellular DNA (Pietramellara et al. 2009). Cellular DNA originates from either cells or organisms that are present within the sample and is likely to be of good quality. Extracellular DNA results from natural cell death and subsequent destruction of cell structure and is usually degraded (i.e. DNA molecules are cut into small fragments). Detecting biodiversity from eDNA was initiated and continues with a focus on prokaryotic, fungal and micro-eukaryotic communities, but it is now clear that we can uncover a vast amount of information about biodiversity across the three domains of life (bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes) from a broad range of source materials (Bohmann et al. 2014).

One of the most powerful aspects of eDNA analysis is the ability to sample biodiversity that is not easily sampled by other means or requires an unmanageable amount of time (Biggs et al. 2015). Contemporary eDNA analyses have already been extensively implemented for detecting invasive species in aquatic environments using species-specific markers and more recently for reliable detection of fish and/or amphibian communities (Thomsen & Willerslev 2015). In rivers, eDNA can even represent information that is integrated over large spatial areas due to the transport of DNA downstream (Deiner & Altermatt 2014). Marine sediments have also provided eDNA for analysing the pollution impact on eukaryote biodiversity in five different estuaries in Australia (Charlton et al. 2015). In addition to the magnitude of prokaryote studies, eDNA from soil has been used to investigate the response of soil fungi to tree dieback (Stursová et al. 2014), comparing plant diversity above- and below-ground (Yoccoz et al. 2012), shedding light on earthworm diversity (Pansu et al. 2015a) and cross-kingdom biodiversity assessment (Drummond et al. 2015). Finally, it is also possible to collect eDNA from the air as has been recently demonstrated by Kraajjeveld et al. (2015) using volumetric air samplers to collect pollen for allergy research.

The boundary between genomic, community and eDNA is not so precise. When isolating DNA from small organisms, the whole organism can be used. In this case, in addition to genomic DNA of the target species, the extracted DNA also contains bacterial/prey DNA from the gut and other endosymbionts. For example, when isolating DNA from a plant species, it is virtually impossible to avoid co-extracting DNA from endophytic fungi. When coring and sieving marine sediments as described in Fonseca et al. (2010), the resulting samples are physically enriched for meiofaunal organisms, and therefore, the extracted DNA can be considered as community DNA, but it will still contain substantial amounts of environmental DNA extracted from other organisms (e.g. undigested gut contents, or clumps of cells or tissues from larger species).

Other highly pertinent applications of eDNA for ecologists are the study of trophic relationships using faeces as a source of eDNA (see review in Clare 2014). After the publication of a few seminal papers (Jarman, Deagle & Gales 2004; Valentini et al. 2009), this approach is now extensively used by ecologists for assessing the diet of herbivores (Soiminen et al. 2015), carnivores (Deagle, Kirkwood & Jarman 2009) and omnivores (De Barba et al. 2014). The same forms of diet analyses have also been performed using gut contents instead of faeces (Clare 2014). In this case, even if gut contents cannot be strictly considered as eDNA, the molecular approaches are the same and yield direct insights into trophic interactions, food webs and functional ecology (Clare 2014).

Ancient eDNA represents another potent source of biodiversity information for ecologists who want to gain insights into past communities. The landmark paper of Willerslev et al. (2003) initiated this field of research by demonstrating that informative eDNA can be retrieved from permafrost
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**Table 1.** Marker genes which are commonly used and/or recommended for marker gene assessments (metabarcoding). References for sequence data bases are as follows: RDP (Maidak et al. 1997), GreenGenes (DeSantis et al. 2006), SILVA (Pruesse et al. 2007), UNITE (Abarenkov et al. 2010), BOLD (Ratnasingham & Hebert 2007) and Genbank (Benson et al. 2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Gene/region</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Data bases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>16S</td>
<td>Sogin et al. (2006)</td>
<td>RDP, GreenGenes, SILVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16S</td>
<td>Sogin et al. (2006)</td>
<td>RDP, GreenGenes, SILVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungi</td>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>Epp et al. (2012), Schoch et al. (2012)</td>
<td>UNITE, GenBank, BOLD (&lt;few records&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>Not recommended (Schoch et al. 2012)</td>
<td>SILVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protists</td>
<td>18S</td>
<td>Pawlowski et al. (2012)</td>
<td>SILVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>Pawlowski et al. (2012)</td>
<td>GenBank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>Pawlowski et al. (2012)</td>
<td>BOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meiofauna</td>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>Hebert et al. (2003)</td>
<td>BOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18S</td>
<td>Deagle et al. (2014)</td>
<td>GenBank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrofauna</td>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>Hebert et al. (2003)</td>
<td>BOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16S</td>
<td>Epp et al. (2012), Deagle et al. (2014)</td>
<td>GenBank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12S</td>
<td>Epp et al. (2012), Deagle et al. (2014)</td>
<td>GenBank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plants</td>
<td>matK + rbcL</td>
<td>Deagle et al. (2014)</td>
<td>GenBank, BOLD (&lt;few records&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18S</td>
<td>Deagle et al. (2014)</td>
<td>GenBank, BOLD (&lt;few records&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>China Plant Barcode of Life Group (2011)</td>
<td>GenBank</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
samples as old as 500,000 years. More recently, using hundreds of permafrost samples, Willerslev et al. (2014) reconstructed past plant communities in the Arctic during the last 50,000 years, based on the amplification of a short fragment of the trnL intron and using a large reference database for arctic and boreal plants. Furthermore, using ancient gut contents or faeces, they were also able to determine the diet of eight individuals belonging to four herbivore species of the Quaternary megafauna (woolly mammoth, woolly rhinoceros, bison and horse). The second type of ancient eDNA exploited by ecologists is derived from lake sediments that provide a complementary tool to pollen and macrofossil analyses (Pedersen et al. 2013). The analysis of a 20-m-long core from a high-elevation lake in the French Alps generated the first high-resolution assessment of livestock farming history since the Neolithic period (Giguet-Covex et al. 2014) and plant community trajectories over the last 6,400 years (Pansu et al. 2015b).

**Sampling approaches, preservation and DNA extraction**

Environmental sequencing studies should adhere to robust ecological study design, allowing for an adequate number of sites/replicates to provide statistical power, as well as ensuring the collection of a robust set of environmental metadata (e.g. climate variables, soil pH). When designing a molecular identification protocol for detection of whole communities, there are many decisions to make. The process is linear (Fig. 1), and the steps usually consist of sample preservation, nucleic acid extraction, marker gene amplification (using PCR) or library preparation for metagenomes, sequencing the product(s) and data analysis (bioinformatics and visualization; Fig. 2). Nevertheless, the protocols used for each step can vary widely based on the question and environment (Fig. 1). The size range of the target organism typically determines how much (or little) of the physical sample is processed before DNA extraction. Microbes, viruses and other components (e.g. pollen) are easily collected from air (Kraaijeveld et al. 2015) and water using filtration protocols, whereby the organisms are concentrated on a series of filters with decreasing pore size that capture different size fractions of the community (Ganesh et al. 2014). Environmental DNA from microscopic eukaryotes is also easily captured in this way (Deiner et al. 2015). Cotton swabs represent another collection method used to sample microbes from animal microbiomes (e.g. skin (McKenzie et al. 2012)) or hard surfaces (rocks, tree bark, etc.). The effective preservation of target nucleic acids is the key starting point for any successful study. In order to preserve highly labile RNA, ~80 °C temperatures and liquid nitrogen represent the gold standard, with other proprietary preservation chemicals such as RNAlater® commonly used in field sampling. DNA on the other hand is more robust and can be preserved effectively for downstream molecular biological identification.

**Fig. 2.** Example of visualization and diversity metrics from environmental sequencing data. a) Alpha diversity displayed as taxonomy bar charts, showing relative abundance of taxa across samples using the Phinch data visualization framework (Bik & Pitch Interactive 2014). b) Beta diversity patterns illustrated via Principal Coordinate Analyses carried out in QIIME (Caporaso et al. 2010), where each dot represents a sample and colors distinguish different classes of sample. The closer two sample points in 3D space, the more similar their community assemblages c) GraPhalAn phylogenetic visualization of environmental data, with circular heatmaps and abundance bars used to convey quantitative taxon traits (figure reproduced from Asnicar et al. 2015) d) Edge PCA, a tree-based diversity metric that identifies specific lineages (green/orange branches) that contribute most to community changes observed in samples distributed across different PCA axes (Matsen & Evans 2013; figure reproduced from Darling et al. 2014).
manipulations by drying, ~20 °C temperatures, 100% ethanol or other solutions designed to preserve both DNA and morphology such as combinations of DMSO, EDTA and saturated salt (Yoder et al. 2006). The use of transformed alcohols (e.g. IMS) and, in the very worst cases, formalin should be avoided since such preservation media denature nucleic acids, making them unavailable for molecular analysis.

For studies of soils and sediments, a small volume of fresh material (~0.25–2.5 g, depending on the proportion of organic matter) is typically used in DNA extraction protocols targeting microbes (e.g. bacteria/archaea, protists, fungi and viruses) (Gilbert et al. 2014; Pawlowski et al. 2014). For investigations of larger taxa such as microbial metazoa, sediments or soils are first processed via decantation/flotation protocols whereby the microbial community is separated from sediment grains (Creer et al. 2010). The exact method of sample processing is a critical consideration for environmental sequencing studies; any given protocol will inherently bias the view of community composition, and it is important to maintain the same protocol throughout a study in order to keep such biases consistent. Viruses and single-celled organisms are easily washed away or lysed by the decantation and sieving protocols used to isolate microbial metazoa, making it imperative to use unprocessed sediments/soils for environmental studies targeting these smaller size classes of organisms. Similarly, the low volume of fresh sediment used for DNA extractions targeting single-cell taxa does not provide sufficient material for capturing and characterizing metazooan communities. Much larger soil/sediment volumes (>100 mL) must be processed and concentrated to ensure accurate sampling for larger size classes of organisms, since microbial metazoa can exhibit spatially patchy distributions with a large number of rare species (Ramirez-Llodra et al. 2010). For larger organisms (e.g. macroinvertebrates), bulk communities can be homogenized or ‘souped’ (Yu et al. 2012) either with or without subsampling body parts from larger organisms that would otherwise swamp sequencing runs with excessive amounts of biomass and therefore genomic information.

Kit-based extraction protocols are an effective approach for isolating high-quality environmental DNA from microbial communities (Gilbert et al. 2014), although a variety of other DNA extraction methods (Griffiths et al. 2000; Lakay, Botha & Prior 2007) can be used depending on the scope of the study. A number of environmental studies have also used extraction approaches that enable the isolation of both DNA and RNA from a single sediment or soil sample (Griffiths et al. 2000; Pawlowski et al. 2014). In this case, RNA sequences from environmental samples from all domains of life can be revealed though reverse transcription and sequencing (McGrath et al. 2008). Isolation and preservation may differ from DNA methods, and this is still an area of intense research without much consensus, but rather an array of methods one can test depending on the environment sampled (De Maayer, Valverde & Cowan 2014). Co-sequencing both DNA and RNA provides, e.g. in fungi, an assessment of the ‘active’ community vs. potentially transient DNA from dead or inactive taxa in the environment (Baldrian et al. 2012).

What key methods feature in using DNA sequencing for biodiversity discovery?

MARKER GENE ASSESSMENT

Over the last decade, microbial diversity surveys have almost entirely shifted away from culture-dependent to HTS methods. Marker gene studies have become the most prevalent HTS approach, typically relying on highly degenerate PCR primers to amplify homologous taxonomy marker genes from environmental samples (Table 1). Marker gene assessments are more generally known as ‘amplicon’, ‘metagenetic’ (Creer et al. 2010) and ‘metasystematic’ (Hajibabaei 2012) sequencing among many others, but in an attempt to standardize vocabulary, nomenclature is currently converging towards the term ‘metabarcoding’ (Taberlet et al. 2012a). Metabarcoding of community DNA was first applied to marine sediments to describe meiofauna (Chariton et al. 2010; Creer et al. 2010) and subsequently to freshwater (Hajibabaei et al. 2011), marine (Hirai et al. 2015) and terrestrial (Ji et al. 2013) ecosystems for identifying macroinvertebrates. A consideration when choosing a marker gene locus or primer set is that not all barcodes/markers can be used to answer the same question. Different primers and gene regions vary in both taxonomic coverage and species-resolving power, leading to the introduction of taxonomic biases and associated erroneous estimates of taxon relative abundance (Bik et al. 2013; Klindworth et al. 2013). For example, standard DNA barcoding projects (e.g. the International Barcode of Life, http://ibol.org) depend on the cytochrome C oxidase subunit I as a species level diagnostic marker for animals. However, although the Barcode of Life Database (BOLD) features a standardized resource for animal identification, alternative genomic regions (e.g. nuclear 16S/18S rRNA genes, 12S mtDNA) associated with more conserved priming sites have been identified as more appropriate for ‘metabarcoding’ studies in certain taxa (Deagle et al. 2014). For example, the 18S rRNA gene exhibits extreme conservation in priming sites (Pruesse et al. 2007; Creer et al. 2010) resulting in the broad scale amplification of biodiversity across the eukaryotic tree of life, but for some taxa, this marker provides little resolving power at the species level of taxonomic resolution, even if sequenced in full using chain termination sequencing (e.g. in Fungi, ITS non-coding regions are used to resolve species) (Nilsson et al. 2008). Many challenges remain to species level identification of sequences, for example intraspecific variation and lack of taxonomic reference material. It should, however, be acknowledged that we do not exhaustively cover here all the challenges with this emerging technology. Continued improvements to gene maker identification of sequences from the environment are sure to follow in the years to come as the field is relatively new compared with the Linnaean system of cataloguing biodiversity.

One such solution is the multi-barcode approach (i.e. using different suites of gene markers for the same community) which has been recommended to improve taxonomic coverage and taxonomic resolution and to reduce false
negatives (Deagle et al. 2014; Tang et al. 2014). Nevertheless, the use of multiple barcodes can still be illusive as barcodes may not be equally applicable for phylogenetic vs. quantitative analyses due to primer and gene copy variation biases (See Box 1 in Supplementary information – Are the data quantitative?). An increased cost of primers, sequencing and labour are also obvious downsides of the multiple-barcode approach, in addition to the necessity of duplicity of reference data bases.

**METAGENOMICS – ENVIRONMENTAL SHOTGUN SEQUENCING**

*Prokaryotic Communities*

Although the term is often misused, true ‘metagenomic’ approaches utilize random sequencing of genomic fragments isolated from environmental samples to elucidate both the taxonomic and functional genomic capability of a community. In contrast to metabarcoding protocols, metagenomics can be ‘PCR-free’ (e.g. when using kits such as Illumina TruSeq), avoiding potential taxonomic biases stemming from use of primer sets targeting rRNA or mitochondrial loci (Logares et al. 2013). Shotgun sequencing can provide a complementary, independent method for assessing community diversity, additionally allowing for the capture of information from groups that are otherwise difficult to survey (Narasimhaarao et al. 2012).

Metagenomic data are typically used in two ways. The taxonomic component of shotgun sequencing can be used to identify organisms present in a sample, followed by ecologically informative alpha- and beta-diversity analyses. For example, ubiquitous loci such as rRNA genes or conserved single-copy orthologs (representing ~1% of metagenomic sequence reads) can be mined and analysed using phylogenetic workflows (Sunagawa et al. 2013; Darling et al. 2014) and tree-based metrics such as ‘Edge PCA’ (Fig. 2; Matsen & Evans 2013). Other approaches rely on clade-specific marker genes (if known) to classify organisms to more precise taxonomic levels (Segata et al. 2012). Metagenomes can also be used to characterize the functional potential of microbial communities through investigation of their full genomic repertoire. Following gene assembly, contigs are assigned putative gene functions using annotations from orthology databases such as COG (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/) or KEGG (http://www.genome.jp/kegg/) and these categories can be compared across samples to search for potential enrichment of genes across functional classes. Alternatively, targeted gene mining approaches can be used to search for specific metabolic pathways of interest, such as nitrogen and sulphur cycling (e.g. Ganesh et al. 2014).

**Microscopic and macroscopic eukaryotic communities**

Environmental shotgun sequencing could resolve many of the issues prevalent in eukaryotic marker gene studies, particularly if it is used in conjunction with targeted genome sequencing (Fig. 3). Accordingly, the sequencing of DNA from organelles is developing as an alternative: mitochondrial genomes for animals (Tang et al. 2014, 2015) and chloroplast genomes for plants (van der Merwe et al. 2014). For example, in chloroplast sequencing, the full genomic content of a sample is sequenced and taxonomically informative organelles are then assembled in silico. Focusing on shotgun-sequenced organelles, compared to particular loci, will enhance taxonomic resolution and is predicted to reduce primer/taxonomic biases, at the cost of sample throughput. Clearly, sequencing the genomes of mixed communities, compared to specific genetic loci, requires a huge increase in sequencing power and consequently a reduction in sample throughput and experimental flexibility in sampling design (Knight et al. 2013). A coverage/sequencing compromise relies on using DNA capture array technology to target specific organelles (Mariac et al. 2014). Here, arrays are designed from existing genomic organelle information which are used to hybridize and extract specific regions from genomic DNA, thereby reducing the size of the genomic target and increasing throughput. It is likely that different studies will utilize different approaches depending on budget, sample number, community composition and questions. Nevertheless, assigning taxonomy/identity to sequences derived from community DNA is implicit, and therefore, a unified stance on building specific DNA reference data bases is of utmost importance. If marker gene approaches therefore evolve into shotgun sequencing assessment of eukaryote biodiversity, we still need the ability to link genotype to phenotype. In the absence of genome sequencing all species on the planet, the utility of standardized barcode libraries (e.g. BOLD, SILVA) (Pruesse et al. 2007; Ratnasingham & Hebert 2007) will therefore become increasingly important and valuable to the community.

**METATRANSCRIPTOMICS**

Metatranscriptomics, the shotgun sequencing analysis of mRNA transcripts in environmental samples, provides near
real-time information on gene expression patterns in complex communities, that seeks to assess what gene functions of living organisms are operating at the community level. Marker gene assessment and metagenomics focus on DNA and will therefore reflect both living and dead/decaying organisms. Metatranscriptomics does not require prior knowledge of the taxonomic or functional composition of a community, and changes in mRNA transcript inventories are assumed to be indicative of activity and to provide information on the cues perceived by organisms in their environment (Gilbert & Hughes 2011; Moran et al. 2013). Metatranscriptomic analysis requires purification of total extracted RNA to selectively enrich for mRNA since mRNA represents a small fraction (1–5%) of the total RNA that can be extracted from environmental samples (McGrath et al. 2008). This can be accomplished by depleting rRNA (prokaryotes) or targeting polyA-tailed mRNA (eukaryotes). Like metagenomics, coupling the analyses of taxonomically relevant rRNA and functionally relevant mRNA provides an opportunity to link community structure and function. The approach is particularly informative for microbial communities when applied in an experimental context where both taxonomic and gene expression patterns are monitored while a particular biotic (e.g. invasive plant invasion) or abiotic (e.g. climate warming) parameter is manipulated (Moran et al. 2013). Environmental metatranscriptomics is not without challenges, including the inability to assign functions to a majority of mRNA sequences (existing data bases contain only genes from cultured species or the most abundant genes from a limited number of environmental samples) and the lack of a predictable relationship between mRNA abundance and protein activity (Prosser 2015). Despite these current limitations, analysis of mRNA pools in environmental samples is still a powerful omics tool for assessing microbially driven ecological processes.

**SINGLE-CELL GENOMICS AND TARGETED GENOME SEQUENCING**

Metagenomes, and metatranscriptomes to a lesser extent, currently represent one of the most complex types of environmental data sets we are able to generate (Howe et al. 2014). Nevertheless, the usefulness of shotgun data is inherently dependent on existing genome data bases for annotating contigs and inferring the functional potential of any given gene. However, for many groups of organisms – viruses, microbial metazoas and deep protist lineages in particular – there is an ongoing ‘genome deficit’ in which public data bases remain sparse.

It is thus not surprising that many environmental studies are increasingly using targeted genome sequencing to help to link taxonomically identified specimens with their genomic content (Fig. 3). Such approaches include traditional genome projects as well as single-cell genomics (Thrash et al. 2014) and computational reconstruction of abundant, small genomes from metagenomic data (prokaryotes, viruses (Sharon & Banfield 2013)). The resulting genomes can be used to assign reads from environmental shotgun data, for example to assign a taxonomic identity to ‘hypothetical’ proteins, or assess biogeographic patterns by mining reads from large projects such as the Global Ocean Survey (Thrash et al. 2014).

**Bioinformatics, computational capability, infrastructure and freely available data**

For clarity and succinctness, here we focus on field and laboratory approaches. Further information about the necessary bioinformatics data analysis ‘tool box’ can be found in the Supporting Information; this section introduces the hardware requirements, programming skills and commonly used software packages, while highlighting the freely available nature of DNA sequencing data.

**The next 10 years of sequence-based met-omic biodiversity research**

We have to make ecology count and contemporary approaches should have real-life impact, including influencing policy and effectively engaging stakeholders and end-users. To this end, we have recently seen the acceptance of eDNA qPCR results to be taken as evidence of the presence of protected species in the UK (Biggs et al. 2015), complemented by a number of programs around the world using eDNA for the detection of alien invasive species. Metabarcoding will likely follow for high profile, costly and labour-intensive biomonitoring programs (Baird & Hajibabaei 2012), with the hope of freeing up resources to more robustly and frequently assess ecosystem health in relation to environmental stressors (Lallias et al. 2015). Importantly, sequencing-based approaches are not constrained to focus on particular a priori defined biomonitoring candidate species and may therefore yield additional insights into the interplay between environmental stressors and biodiversity of all life (Baird & Hajibabaei 2012).

Over the past 10 years, advances in sequencing technology and accompanying methodological breakthroughs have revolutionized our ability to quantify community biodiversity, but where do we go from here? From an empirical perspective, there is a clear need to link genotype to phenotype and associated ecological function (Fig. 3). There are now opportunities to map prokaryotic taxonomy marker genes to sequenced bacterial genomes of known function (Langille et al. 2013), complemented by metagenomics and metatranscriptomics. However, the vast task of characterizing all prokaryotic gene content will probably never be complete and the relationships between expressed mRNA transcripts and proteins/function are not always intuitive (Moran et al. 2013). Perhaps the biggest gains in these fields will lie in targeted assessment of specific gene pathways in relation to well-characterized systems (Toseland et al. 2013). From the macro-eukaryotic perspective, combinations of standardized marker gene libraries, complemented with taxonomy and metadata, do already provide a phenotype/genotype link (Ratnasingham & Hebert 2007) to functional ecology, at least as far as likely broad ecological classification, or trophic level is concerned (e.g. producer, grazer, predator, omnivore, detritivore). Therefore, these
should be supported, irrespective of the gene, or genomic approach of community biodiversity classification. As with so many studies, robust reference data bases are essential links between genes and function, including studies investigating trophic relationships/food webs (Clare 2014).

In conclusion, the standardized format and open source nature of sequencing data, accompanied by radical shifts in sequencing technology, mean that we can catalogue the spatial and temporal distribution of species from all domains of life and from all habitats. Having this global view should therefore facilitate hypothesis-driven scientific questions regarding biodiversity ecosystem-function relationships (Purdy et al. 2010; Hagen et al. 2012) in relation to external forcing, whether the drivers are anthropogenic or natural. Combined with carefully controlled experimental systems, classification of species’ ecological tolerances, plasticity, distribution, rate of evolution and trophic interactions should mean that we are a step closer to making systems ecology predictions (Evans et al. 2013) associated with a changing environment. Without a doubt, it will certainly be challenging, but makes for exciting collaborations between the traditional fields of ecology and molecular ecologists in what is emerging to be a paradigm-shifting age of biodiversity discovery.
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